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Serve THE LORD

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

To serve THE LORD in love, with all your heart, with all your mind, with all your
strength, indeed; your very all, is the duty, the obligation, and the demand GOD
places upon each soul. Those that refuse HIM are separate from HIM, for they
choose to be self-serving; not GOD serving, self-interests trump GOD’s Vision for
their life, their desires replace HIS as their choices in life. This must never be the
life of the believer. The Believer must live GOD’s Life as HE Does, living by The
Faith of THE SON of GOD; Galatians 2:20. One must realize that “whoever will save
his life shall lose it; and whoever will lose it for MY Sake will find it.” Matthew 16:25.
Serve THE LORD
In great things in small things
In all things,
serve THE LORD.
Purposely serve HIM;
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The Heart of The Matter
Serve GOD first

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

it tells us that you
have your Priorities, Right; it shows
us that your life is,
to that degree, well
connected to The
Anchor for your
soul, it shows us
that you have chosen to walk with
GOD by
following GOD and servWhen you have choing HIM on HIS
sen to serve GOD first
Schedule; HIS Way,
What you do first tells
us where your heart
is; what you do first
tells us what you value most, where you
go tells us the path
you have chosen
above all else; what
you have chosen also
tells us what you have
not; very telling indeed.

with every choice and
every decision of THE
KING as part of HIS
people who have yielded their will to HIS,
subject to HIS Rule and
Reign over the hearts
and souls of people;
This is The Kingdom of
GOD, and all HIS Servants: Sons and Daughters must serve THE
KING– GOD, First. Serve.

Self-serving: serving you first
Self-serving makes
you master of your
own fate, seeking to
be ‘god-like’ by virtue
of ruling and reigning
over yourself, and
most interestingly, it
often extends to others, to rule and to
reign over a kingdom,
whether at home or at
work, abroad, or in

corporate America,
somewhere to dominate, and someone
else to subjugate, to
rule; a need to control,
a desire to have others also serve you.
One tries to affirm the
‘rightness’ of their anti
-GOD lifestyle, by
sheer numbers, and/or
the degree to which

people follow you and
look only to you as
their ‘cult leader’, as
their source, and worship a man; all this is
wrong, all this is selfserving, all this is leading others away from
The Light of GOD, into
darkness, to the degree of one’s own making. Turn back to GOD.
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Did you know
Serving GOD with a
whole heart, without
which, will cost you?!
Notice Ananias and
Saphira, in Acts 5,
they were believers.
They followed GOD.
But they held back
some of the money
from what they promised-gave their word

to do; thus they lied to
THE HOLY SPIRIT =
they lied to GOD. To not
serve GOD with a whole
heart, is to not serve
GOD to that degree.
And GOD is looking for
someone whose heart
is completely GOD’s to
show GOD’s Strength
through. Will It be you?
It should-truly it must.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word for
serve is:
‘avad =עעעעע

where you live
Dalet = on the path/
and at the door (place
of transition)

It means, in The Hebrew, This is phenomenal!
at a deeper Level, part by True service, embodpart: Letter by Letter:
ies seeing and understanding the placeAyin =To see and unhouse-where you live,
derstand
on the path from one
Bet = The house/place place to another; thus

at a door, that stands
between two placesspaces-worlds, true
service requires seeing and understanding
this to be able to do it
wholeheartedly in a
GOD Service; to be
meritorious at all.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

Serve GOD.

What do you say when
someone says that you’re too
religious, you’re too fanatical
about your faith? Say thankyou; if you have been so with
sincerity and in purity of both
thought and action from the
heart. Someone has noticed,
albeit through colored/broken
glassed of their soul; they
have noticed something good
of GOD in you and about you;
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it is good; and is a good starting point for a conversation
with them. For example, have
you ever noticed the passion
of fans at a sporting event?! It
is truly engaging, something
to watch. What is more interesting is that often that it not
only tolerated but endorsed,
but you passion-your zeal for
GOD is not. Duplicity at the
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least, ever wrong, through and
throughout. It is not the sport
but the spirit at times behind
it; kingdoms in conflict. The
Light is invading the darkness,
and the darkness cannot comprehend it and it cannot overpower it; and it doesn’t like it,
thus it’s advocates don’t like
you, the one with The Light
shining through.
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Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

